
Easter Sunday 5th April 2015 

Waltham Sunday League Division One DOUBLE-HEADER ('Third' Match) at Hazelwood Sports Ground (Pitch 1) 
 

Kick-Off: 11.50.a.m. (30 Minutes each way) 
 

Result: EDMONTON ROVERS ..............1 OLD POND ATHLETIC ................ 5 Half-Time: 0-2 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-4-2 / 3-4-1-2 HT) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Simon JACKSON   

18 RB Martin CRUICKSHANK OFF HT  

5 CH/SW HT Alan BARNARD   

2 CH/RCH HT Ivan BASS   

11 LB/LCH HT Terry MOORE (Captain)   

10 RM Leon McKENZIE-McKAY    

7 CM Tem ADIL   

9 CM Chris LUE   

8 LM/IF HT Daniel DALEY   

14 CF Lexton HARRISON OFF 35  

12 CF Danny GREEN   

SUBSTITUTES 

17 LM Vernon NXUMALO ON HT 59 Mins. 

15 CF Jack BANGS ON 35  

     

OWN GOALS Scored For Us: 
 

PLAYER-MANAGER: Simon Jackson CLUB LINESMAN: Vernon Nxumalo/Martin Cruickshank 

ATTENDANCE: 15 OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT: L.Hughes, D.Cascoe 

OPPONENTS’ FAIR PLAY MARK (Out of 10): 9 OUR FAIR PLAY MARK (Given by Opponents): 9 

REFEREE: Paul Herlihy REFEREE’S MARK (Out of 100): CONFIDENTIAL 

BOOKINGS: Chris Lue (Foul...41 Mins.) SENDING-OFFS: None 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Mainly Cloudy. No Wind. STATE OF PITCH: Long Grass & Bobbly. 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (13 Players !!!) Grant Baker (GK) (Working), Danny Hagan (Away), George Stahlmann (Moving to Torquay),  

Daniel Cascoe (Broken Ankle), Tyronne Petrie (Injured), Scott Jenkins (Away), Tony Eccles (Working), Rob Simmons (Other 

Commitments), Gavin Mardell (Other Commitments), Lee King (Other Commitments), John Scouller (In Derby) 

 Saturday/Sunday Drop-Outs: Krishan Singh (Working), Ryan Foreman ('No Show') 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (4-1-3-2):  1. Ryan Turner (GK); 2. Greg Cottenden (RB), 4. Kevin Morrison (CH), 23. Adam Clark 

(CH...Captain), 3. Mitchell Williams (LB); 12. Michael Ruffles (CM...Holding); 11. Danny Gooding (RM), 15. Rosco Hunt (CM),  

5. Ardel Amani (LM); 14. Michael Cumner-Price (CF), 17. Nick Sarl (CF) 

 Subs Used:  10. Lee Jones (On for Sarl...21 Mins.), 13. Ryan Palmer (On for Ruffles...HT), 8. Steven Fitts (On for Cottenden...37 Mins.) 
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:  Cumner-Price (17 Mins.), Hunt (28 Mins.), Amani (32 Mins.), Fitts (47 Mins.), Palmer (48 Mins.) 
 

MATCH REPORT 

For this second match of the Double-Header, namely our 'Third Match' against Old Pond this season because of teams dropping out, Manager 

Simon Jackson was forced to put himself in goal despite suffering from a bad back, a dodgy thumb and having put on even more weight than 

when he last played back in November...when he was sent off for swearing at the Ref ! That was so that Alan Barnard could rightly have 60 

minutes as an outfield player in the hope that we would then be more solid defensively and Jacko would not have much to do. Vernon 'Kizza' 

Nxumalo therefore came off for a breather with Terry Moore moving to left-back and we started well with Tem Adil crashing a spectacular 

30-yard volley against the crossbar after just 80 seconds and Lexton Harrison almost chipping the keeper three minutes later. However, once 

Michael Cumner-Price smashed a fierce first-time shot into the top corner after 17 minutes giving Jacko no chance, we really crumbled after 

that as Old Pond's confidence soared and everything they tried came off whereas the ball bounced all over the place on the dreadful pitch 

whenever we tried to pass it. Midfielder Rosco Hunt then put Old Pond 2-0 up just before Half-Time after winger Danny Gooding had badly 

outpaced Terry Moore down the right to set him up, so with us needing a win to have any hope of remaining in the title race, Jacko decided 

to change to a 3-4-1-2 formation for the Second Half as we had to go for it, but Old Pond were simply too strong and fit for us, as with a 

squad of 15 they were able to give all their players a break whereas we could not. Ardel Amani put them 3-0 up just two minutes into the 

Second Half from a really slick move that left us chasing shadows and then substitute Steven Fitts made it 4-0 from a similar move in the 

47th minute with most of our players looking completely knackered, particularly veteran defender Ivan Bass, who was left treading water 

again just a minute later after Amani raced away to set up Ryan Palmer for an easy fifth from close range. After that it was just a case of 

mucking about like a meaningless practice match for the last 10 minutes, with Old Pond's Club Linesman 'allowing' Vernon 'Kizza' Nxumalo to 

score a consolation goal for us in the last minute even though he was clearly offside at the far post in converting Chris Lue's low cross. 

It was our usual Double-Header scenario of getting thrashed in the Second Match...6-0 to Flamstead End and 8-1 to Cheshunt Corinthians 

were other bad ones in recent years...and it was utterly demoralising after all our good work this season. I was then left to lock up on my 

own and make five journeys backwards and forwards to the car in clearing up afterwards as everybody else 'had to shoot off due to Easter 

social & family commitments' instead of helping me carry everything like they would normally, but I have put up with these sort of days 

before and I will do so again until we eventually find enough players who can show the sort of commitment for Double-Headers that I do (in 

not arranging any family/social things for the afternoon) and which all other teams in our League do.                       LAURENCE HUGHES 


